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The diversity of people's musical tastes is one of the signi¯cant parts which helps people to
better understand the behavior trends and cultural preferences of people. In this paper, based on

Hill-type true diversity, we propose an improved diversity metric that fairly captures the

diversity of musical tastes. This diversity e±ciently considers all the three aspects of diversity

de¯nitions: variety, balance, and disparity, and keeps higher discriminatory power. Using this
diversity metric, one can analyze users' music tastes on Xiami.com, one of the largest social

music media in China; we explore the association between the diversity and various variables

which represent users' personal traits, as well as the di®erence between di®erent genre levels and

map the cultural pattern of di®erence genres. Our ¯ndings dig out many e±cient factors that
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deeply impact users' music tastes, and provide the global pattern of musical cultural structure

on the Chinese online music society.

Keywords: Diversity; music tastes; genre distances; analysis on user's preference.

PACS Nos.: 89.65Ef, 89.75Hc.

1. Introduction

Music, which does much more than conveying signi¯cantly through nonverbal

means, plays a vital role in human society.1,2 As our listening behavior comes to

digital age and considering the fast development of online music websites, the big-

sized datasets from online musical society have been an important source in updating

our understanding of human musical behaviors, and have attracted much more

attention from researchers.

Many culture-relevant information, such as users' psychological tendency, aes-

thetic, cultural background, social surroundings, and so on, hide in people's musical

preferences. The analysis on musical tastes therefore is an e±cient way in the digging

of new insights on social in°uence and cultural di®usion. In this issue, based on the

datasets from several well-known online music societies, such as Last.fm3,4 and

Spotify,5,6 many interesting and worthy results were found. In Refs. 7 and 8, one's

diversity of musical tastes could serve as a proxy of the degree of one's openness.

Reference 9 con¯rms that this information may in°uence one's music listening be-

havior. It was pointed out that the recommendations from the system will a®ect

users' choices of music.10 In the retrieval of music information, some researchers have

explored to achieve the optimal balance between the similarity and diversity on

recommendation.7,11 Reference 12 considers certain types of music as similar or

dissimilar, and use co-consumption behavior of users to measure it. Besides, several

mature concepts of diversities, such as Rao–Stirliing diversity, were applied to an-

alyze the music consumption behaviors in recent studies.8,13,14

In this paper, we focus on the analysis of diversity of user's music tastes, collect

the dataset of a large number of users' music lists on a Chinese music online society

Xiami (Sec. 2), propose an improved true diversity metric that fairly captures the

diversity of users' music tastes (Sec. 3). By analyzing the music tastes of users in the

dataset using a novel diversity metric, we ¯nd out a series of e±cient associations

between users' music tastes and various intrinsic or external factors, as well as the

musical cultural pattern of users of Xiami (Sec. 4).

2. The Dataset

The dataset in our study is crawled from the API of Xiami (http://xiami.com) by

using web crawler. Xiami is one of the most popular online music society in China,

which owns millions of songs and hundreds of millions of registered users. To obtain a

valid sample of Xiami users, we used two typical sampling methods, namely the
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strati¯ed sampling and random sampling. As of September 14, 2017, the date we

carried out the sampling, there are about 325 million registered users on Xiami.

Firstly, we clustered all users into 100 groups, ordered by their unique user ID. For

each group, we made the simple random sampling, aimed to acquire 32 500 users,

namely 1% of the whole set.

Next, we identi¯ed the users with valid information. The dataset includes six

distinct ¯elds: the library of favorite songs, the list of favorite songs of each user, list

of users' pro¯le, the list of albums which contains these songs, the lists of artists who

produced these songs, and the lists of genres. Here, the genre information includes two

levels: genre level and subgenre level (see its detailed information and discussions later).

From the above 1% sampling dataset of Xiami, 585 801 unique users with valid

information were selected, and 820 663 unique songs, 8 338 301 records of favorites,

267 911 unique albums, 82 589 unique artists, 23 unique genres and 471 unique

subgenres were also collected separately. The users who didn't set their full infor-

mation and the albums that lack information of genre level or subgenre level were

removed from our analysis. Finally, we obtained a set with 59 454 users, which could

be used for further analysis. All these users hold 265 456 unique music at the genre

level and 256 195 unique music at the subgenre level. Figure 1 shows the data

structure. Each song in Xiami belongs to one certain album. Most songs belong to

one certain artist, and some of them are created by several artists. Considering the

style evolution of every artist, the music styles that users listen to were extracted

from albums at both genre and subgenre levels.

3. Diversity and Genre Distances

Diversity is a concept which is widely used in many studies on social analysis.15

Various diversity measures have been proposed for di®erent applications.16,17 Vol-

ume and Shannon entropy are the two most commonly-used methods.18–20 However,

due to genres of music usually are hierarchical and have internal relations, these

diversity metrics still have some de¯ciencies in using of analysis on user's music

tastes.

Generally, in the de¯nition of most type of diversities, variety (i.e. the number of

di®erent categories) and balance (i.e. evenness of distribution) are twomainly-considered

Fig. 1. The structure of the dataset of Xiami.com.
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factors. The variety describes how many types of things we have. In our analysis on

musical tastes, it is the number of musical categories one favors. When it's considered

alone, the greater the variety is, the larger the diversity it has.

The balance is relevant to what the relative number of items of each type is. In our

analysis, it is a pattern of the count of user's favorites across musical categories. The

more °attened the distribution is, the more balanced the distribution is, and the

larger the diversity it has. Let's consider two users, one favors eight rock songs and

two classical songs, the other favors ¯ve rock songs and ¯ve classical songs. Obvi-

ously, without the consideration of balance of a user's favorites and only using

variety as measurement, they have the same results. However, from the perspective

of balance, their music habits are di®erent. The former likes rock music better than

classical music, while the latter has no particular preference for the two types. Note

that although users have the same variety and balance, their music taste patterns

may also be di®erent because the similarity between the songs matters. For example,

the similarity between Opera and Symphony is apparently lower that that between

New Age and R&B.

We use disparity to quantify the similarity between certain types of groups or

classes. Here, disparity answers the question: How di®erent from each other are the

types of things that we observe? It refers to the manner and the degree in which

things may be distinguished. Higher disparity leads to larger diversity. In our

analysis, disparity relates to the type of genres of music.12

In Ref. 21, authors considered variety, balance, and disparity and proposed Rao–

Stirling diversity which reads

D ¼
XN
i; j ¼ 1
i 6¼ j

ðdijÞðpipjÞ; ð1Þ

where pi and pj are proportions of elements i and j in the system (balance) and dij is

the degree of di®erence (disparity) attributed to elements i and j. Some recent

studies have introduced this measure into music consumption.8,13,14 However,

according to the study reported in Ref. 22, the Rao–Stirling diversity shows low

discriminatory power, which is further con¯rmed in the observation reported in

Ref. 23. Importantly, according to the discussion in Ref. 24, Rao's measure actually is

not a true diversity. Inspired by the discussions in Refs. 24–27, we propose a novel

diversity using their Hill-type indicator:

qDS ¼
XN
i¼1

pi
XN
j¼1

sijpj

 !
q�1

 ! 1
1�q

; ð2Þ

where pi (> 0) is the fraction of user's preference for genre i, and
Pn

i¼1 pi ¼ 1. Here, q

is a parameter between 0 and 1, indicating how much signi¯cance is attached to
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genre's abundance. The similarity between genres is represented in a similarity

matrix S ¼ sij. We assume 0 � sij ¼ sji � 1 and sii ¼ 1. Reference 24 has proved

that qDS satis¯es all properties a true diversity should possess for all q in their

research. Without loss of generality and considering the computational complexity,

we use the case when q ¼ 2:

2DS ¼
XN
i¼1

pi
XN
j¼1

sijpj

 ! !�1

¼ 1PN
i;j¼1 sijpipj

: ð3Þ

Due to sij ¼ 1� dij, and putting it into Eq. (3), we can ¯nd the relationship

between 2DS and Rao–Stirling diversity:

2DS ¼ 1PN
i;j¼1ð1� dijÞpipj

¼ 1PN
i;j¼1 pipj �D

¼ 1

1�D
: ð4Þ

Note that if a user only favors one music style, his diversity measured by Rao–

Stirling measure should be zero, but qDS ¼ 1. In our analysis, we use this method to

measure the diversity of user's musical tastes. To optimize the results, three types of

dissimilarity of genres are computed and compared by using di®erent distance

measures and di®erent datasets.

The ¯rst dissimilarity is obtained by using cosine distance based on users' pref-

erence, which is adopted by previous research.14 Cosine distance ¼ 1� cosine simi-

larity. Given two vectors, A and B, the cosine similarity is de¯ned as

cos� ¼ A �B
jjAjj2jjBjj2

¼
PN

i¼1 AiBiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiPN
i¼1 A

2
i

q ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiPN
i¼1 B

2
i

q ; ð5Þ

where Ai and Bi are components of vector A and B, respectively.

The second one is obtained by using cosine distance and computing pairwise

occurrence of musical genres. To achieve this goal, an M �N album-genre matrix is

constructed. Each row represents one unique album, and gij in column j represents

whether album i owns genre j (gij ¼ 1) or not (gij ¼ 0). By using this matrix, we

calculate the cosine distance between each pair of matrix columns.

The last one is derived from combining Jaccard distance and our album-genre

matrix. The Jaccard distance, which measures dissimilarity between sample sets, is

obtained by subtracting the Jaccard similarity from 1. Jaccard similarity, also known

as intersection over union, is de¯ned as the size of the intersection divided by the size

of the union of the sample dataset.

JðA;BÞ ¼ jA \Bj
jA [Bj ¼

jA \Bj
jAj þ jBj � jA \Bj : ð6Þ
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4. Findings

Using Eq. (3), we calculate the diversity of each user at the genre level and the

subgenre level. Figure 2 shows the distribution of diversity at the genre level. Ob-

viously, the diversity of the majority is lower than 2.

Figure 3 shows a positive relationship between the diversity at the genre level and

diversity at the subgenre level, which is similar to the ¯ndings on interdisciplinary

diversity.29 The 2DS diversity is obviously dependent on the classi¯cation of music

style, their Pearson correlation coe±cient r is 0.791 with an extreme signi¯cance

P ¼ 0 (lower than 10�8), indicating that the users with diverse genre tastes usually

have more diverse tastes on subgenres. This fact illustrates that our measure

is a discriminative indicator because such a fact hasn't been disclosed by the

Rao–Stirling measure in previous research.

Fig. 2. The distribution of user's diversity at the genre level. The inset shows this distribution in semi-log

plot. At x-axis, the bar at scale 1 shows the number of users with diversity at the lowest limit 1.0, and the

bars at scale 1.5 and 2.5, respectively, corresponds to the range of diversity ð1; 2� and (2, 3], and so on.

Fig. 3. The correlation between diversity values at the genre and subgenre levels.
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Moreover, we dug out the e®ect of several intrinsical or external factors which

would be dependent on users' diversity of music tastes. As shown in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b),

users with higher diversity on music tastes would be more active in the online

music society: they usually have higher playcount and more favorite songs. More

interestingly, we collected the GDP per capita of each province in China in 2016, and

found that the users with higher diversity may be living in the provinces with higher

GDP (see Fig. 4(c)), implying the possible promoting e®ect of economic development

on users' diversity of music tastes. Possibly, these results mean that people living in

developed area would have more chance to contact various genres.

We further analyzed the distribution of distance between di®erent genres using

the three types of dissimilarity. By using the method of multidimensional scaling,28

we mapped the genre distance for di®erent distance de¯nitions on a two-dimensional

space, as shown in Fig. 5. The ¯gure on the left is the co-consumption method used

by Refs. 8, 13 and 14, but the scaling is a far cry from that in Ref. 14. From the ¯gure,

we concluded that measuring the disparity of genres by using co-consumption

method is improper because users' consumption mode changes along with the change

of researchers' choices of samples.

Comparing the cosine distance and jaccard distance based on the same data, we

found that the distribution of each node measured by cosine distance is more even

than that by jaccard distance. In high-dimensional space, cosine distance is almost

invalid, i.e. vectors are nearly perpendicular. Since our data of album is in hundreds

of thousands, it is clear that the disparity between genres shouldn't be measured by

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 4. Boxplot of the dependence between three variables of users and their diversity at the genre level.
The meaning of tick labels in the x-axis is the same as that in Fig. 2. The three panels show the boxplot of

user's playcount (panel (a)), number of favorite songs (panel (b)) and GDP per capita of the province of

user living (panel (c)), respectively. At x-axis, the bar at scale 1 shows the number of users with diversity
at the lowest limit 1.0, and the bars at scale 1.5 and 2.5, respectively corresponds to the range of diversity

ð1; 2� and (2, 3], and so on. The bars in each box from outside to inside, respectively, show the mild outliers,

the upper and lower whiskers, the upper and lower quartiles, and the median. The circle-pointed line in

each panel shows the trend of the average value.
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cosine distance. There also exists some notable inappropriateness in Fig. 5(b). For

example, Blues and R&B are closer in Fig. 5(b) than in Fig. 5(c). Moreover, Reggae is

closer to CCHAR (Chinese Characteristic) in Fig. 5(b), but closer to Hip Hop in

Fig. 5(c) which is more reasonable. All of these results above con¯rm that Jaccard

distance is a better metric to analyze the distance between di®erent genres, and thus

the e±ciency of our novel diversity metric is convinced.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we ¯rstly proposed an improved measure of diversity of musical tastes

based on the Hill-type true diversity. Comparing with the diversity metrics used in

previous studies on the analysis of music-listening behaviors, our new metric not only

e±ciently considers all of the three aspects ��� variety, balance, and disparity ��� but

also keeps higher discriminatory power. Using this metric of diversity, we further

analyzed the music tastes of users on Xiami, one of the largest social music media in

China. Our empirical ¯ndings are twofold: On the one hand, we found the depen-

dence between the diversity and several intrinsical or external factors of users, such

as user's activity, and the economic development level of users' living location, which

is helpful in the understanding of in°uenced factors on human music tastes. On the

other hand, we provided the map of musical social distance between genres, which

re°ects some information on the cultural structure in the social sense of the users in

Chinese online musical society. In summary, these empirical ¯ndings con¯rm the

e±ciency of the improved diversity metric, and provide some deeper insights on

musical sociology and culture popularity.30
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